Exploring the functional impact of mutational drift in LRRK2 gene and identification of specific inhibitors for the treatment of Parkinson disease.
Parkinson's disease (PD) is a disorder of the central nervous system that is caused due to the death of the dopaminergic neurons in the region of the brain called substantia nigra. Mutations in LRRK2 genes are associated with disease condition and it's been reported as crucial factor for drug resistance. Identification of deleterious mutations and studying the structural and functional impact of such mutations may lead to the identification of potential selective inhibitors. In this study, we analyzed 52 PD associated mutations, among that 20 were identified as highly deleterious. The deleterious mutations G2019S and I2020T in the kinase domain were playing a key role in causing resistance to drug levedopa. Molecular docking analyses have been performed to understand the binding affinity of levodapa with LRRK2 in wild and mutant condition. Molecular docking results show that levedopa binds differentially and obtained less number of hydrogen bonds in compared with wild type LRRK2. In addition, molecular dynamics simulations were performed to study the efficacy of docked complexes and it was observed that the efficacy of the mutant complexes (G2019S-Levodopa and I2020T-Levodopa) affected in the presence of mutation. Finally, through virtual screening approach specific inhibitors SCHEMBL6473053 and SCHEMBL1278779 have been identified that could potentially inhibit LLRK2 mutants G2019S and I2020T respectively. Over all this computational investigation correlates the impact of genotypic modulation in structure and function of drug target which enhanced in the identification of precision medicine to treat PD.